**Special Instruction to the candidates in relation to ongoing Covid-19 pandemic**

i) Candidates are requested to arrive at their respective Examination Venue at least one and half an hour before the commencement of Examination. Entry to respective Hall/Room shall be opened at least an hour before the commencement of Examination.

ii) Use of face covers/masks is mandatory. Candidates without mask/face cover will not be allowed to enter into the Venue. Respiratory etiquettes to be strictly followed. This involves strict practice of covering one's mouth and nose while coughing/sneezing with a tissue/handkerchief/flexed elbow and disposing off used tissues properly.

iii) Candidates, however, will have to remove their masks for verification, whenever required by the Examination functionaries.

iv) Candidates are requested to carry his/her own hand sanitizer in transparent bottle(Small size). Candidates may also carry water bottle (small size).

v) At the Entrance of the Examination Hall beside security checking you will have mandatory hand hygiene by hand wash (for at least 40-60 seconds) /sanitizer.

vi) Individuals must maintain Social distancing norms with a minimum distance of 6 feet.

vii) Self-monitoring of health by all and reporting any illness at the earliest to the concerned Examination functionaries.

viii) Spitting shall be strictly prohibited.

ix) Read carefully the Circulars to Covid-19 issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India and as well as issued by Government of Tripura.

x) In the prevailing Covid-19 situation, health safety of all is paramount, co-operate with the Examination functionaries and Security Personnel during the day of examination.
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